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4 Most common mistakes that kill AI projects 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) are the biggest disruptions of 2020. The 

technologies have the highest demand among skilled techies. However, the vast majority of AI 

projects fail. Here are four common mistakes that kill AI projects and how you can avoid them. 

1. Over complexity: 

Humans have a complexity bias. Marketers take advantage of preference for complexity. The same 

applies to AI projects. Many businesses overcomplicate AI projects by thinking they need a team 

of researchers to work on the project. In reality, AI is much simpler than that. You can use no-code 

tools to build and optimise the ML models. 

 

2. Ambiguity: 

Organisational AI involves use cases around optimization  

and prediction of certain columns in a database. You can  

find that many people don't understand how AI can be  

used to eliminate ambiguity. You need to know the meaningful key performance indicator (KPI) 

for your organization. You need to be specific on how you are going to use AI to accomplish your 

goals. 

 

3. Lack of data-driven culture: 

If your company follows a traditional culture based on instinctual decision making, the 

management needs to change this culture. For AI projects, you need to inculcate and embrace the 

data-driven culture. 

 

4. No follow-through: 

If you have come up with a clear idea like reducing churn or building a mode., it is important to 

accept that a model alone is not enough. Even the most accurate models don't help if you are 

following through. You need to actively act on the predictions to make your AI model project 

successful. 

 Source: 

 https://content.techgig.com/4-most-common-mistakes-that-kill-ai-

projects/articleshow/79816763.cms 

                                          - MR. AKSHAY AGARWAL 

          (Assistant Professor) 
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5 Best Python frameworks for 2021 to enhance coding experience 

Python has come up as a great platform for web applications in the past few years. It has become a 

major choice for the developers and with several frameworks added to it, it is now becoming 

extremely popular in the market. 

Python is also increasing in popularity with major features like functionalities, uniqueness, and 

general interest that have come up as relatively essential aspects. But we all know that frameworks 

can help in the development cycle making developers work easily on the app. 

So, what are the major python frameworks that developers can use to enhance the coding 

experience of the developers? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Bottle: 

It is considered as a lightweight and simple micro web framework that is used to distribute the 

single file module. Python also has no dependencies as compared to the standard libraries. It 

includes several features like: 

Templates - The framework has pythonic and fast built-in templates that support cheetah, jinja2, 

and mako. 

Routing - It is a dynamic and clean URL framework that makes it easy to request function-call 

mapping. 

Server - The framework includes the HTTP developer server for the fapws3, paste, cherrypy, and 

other WSGI HTTP server. 

2. Django: 

This is the popular python framework that is famous for less code and better build apps. Hence, it 

makes Django a popular choice that is an open-source and free platform that works faster for the 

developers.   
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3. TurboGears: 

It is a data-driven and open-source platform that is used for app development including major 

elements in it. The organizations are using TurboGears for several reasons since it helps in 

attaining direct and critical results. It also is used with database connectivities such as WebOb, 

Repoze, SQLAlchemy, Genshi, etc. 

Function decorator 

Multiple database support 

Cross-platform OS 

 

4. Flask: 

The WSGI web application framework - Flask - is a great platform that is used as an easy and 

quick form of development. It is a great framework that works ideally with the complex 

applications that use Jinja and Werkzeug as simple wrappers. It offers a robust web application that 

helps in development with the WSGI toolkit template. 

Unicode based 

Integrated support 

Ability to plug in the ORM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Falcon: 

Another of the major Python frameworks that are extremely famous in the market is Falcon that 

uses the app backends and web APIS for speed development. It is also used as a top web 

framework that includes REST architectural style and embraces HTTP.  

 

Source: 

https://content.techgig.com/5-best-python-frameworks-for-2021-to-enhance-coding-

experience/articleshow/79801608.cms 

                                    

                                 - MR. AKSHAY AGARWAL 

                 (Assistant Professor) 
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Coronavirus disease (COVID-19): Children and masks 

 

Should Children wear a Mask? 

•WHO advises that people always consult and abide by local authorities on recommended 

practices in their area. An international and multidisciplinary expert group brought together by 

WHO reviewed evidence on COVID-19 disease and transmission in children and the limited 

available evidence on the use of masks by children. 

•Based on this and other factors such as children's psychosocial needs and developmental 

milestones, WHO and UNICEF advise the following: 

•Children aged 5 years and under should not be required to wear masks. This is based on the safety 

and overall interest of the child and the capacity to appropriately use a mask with minimal 

assistance. 

•WHO and UNICEF advise that the decision to use masks for children aged 6-11 should be based 

on the following factors: 

•Whether there is widespread transmission in the area where the child resides 

•The ability of the child to safely and appropriately use a mask 

•Access to masks, as well as laundering and replacement of masks in certain settings (such as 

schools and childcare services) 

•Adequate adult supervision and instructions to the child on how to put on, take off and safely 

wear masks 

•Potential impact of wearing a mask on learning and psychosocial development, in consultation 

with teachers, parents/caregivers and/or medical providers 

•Specific settings and interactions the child has with other people who are at high risk of 

developing serious illness, such as the elderly and those with other underlying health conditions 

•WHO and UNICEF advise that children aged 12 and over should wear a mask under the same 

conditions as adults, in particular when they cannot guarantee at least a 1-metre distance from 

others and there is widespread transmission in the area. 

•What type of Mask children should wear? 

•Children who are in general good health can wear a non-medical or fabric mask. This provides 

source control, meaning it keeps the virus from being transmitted to others if they are infected and 

are not aware that they are infected. The adult who is providing the mask should ensure the fabric 

mask is the correct size and sufficiently covers the nose, mouth and chin of the child. 
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 Should Children‟s wear Masks when playing or doing any physical activity? 

Children should not wear a mask when playing sports or doing physical activities, such as running, 

jumping or playing on the playground, so that it doesn‟t compromise their breathing. When 

organizing these activities for children, it is important to encourage all other critical public health 

measures: maintaining at least a 1-metre distance from others, limiting the number of children 

playing together, providing access to hand hygiene facilities and encouraging their use. 

 

Should Teachers or other Adults working with Children’s wear Masks? 

In areas where there is widespread transmission, all adults under the age of 60 and who are in 

general good health should wear fabric masks when they cannot guarantee at least a 1-metre 

distance from others. This is particularly important for adults working with children who may have 

close contact with children and one another. 

Adults aged 60 or over, or who have any underlying health conditions such as heart disease, 

diabetes or lung cancer, should wear a medical mask because of their higher risk of getting 

seriously ill from COVID-19. 

 

 

Source:  

https://www.who.int/news-room/q-a-detail/q-a-children-and-masks-related-to-covid-19 

 

 

                                                                                                             -JIGAR CHAUHAN 

                                                                                                        ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 
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Leadership Can’t Be Taught, but It Can Be Learned! 
There is a debate in business and academic circles around how leaders are made. This goes beyond 

the age-old question of whether leaders are made or born. I think that has been answered a long 

time ago: leaders are made, not born.  

I have a strong point of view on this topic after more than 35 years of working with CEOs and 

senior executives across the globe. Teaching leadership to a class of students, or even giving a 

seminar on leadership to executives, is about as effective in developing leaders as reading a 

cookbook would be in developing chefs. It‟s not just the information, but it‟s also the doing that 

develops skills—and being a leader demands a specific skill set, just as being a chef does.  

Listening to an entertaining and informative lecture, or even reading one of the many books on 

leadership, does not develop leadership skills. It fills the head with good information, but not 

skills. We will know more about leadership, but we can‟t be a leader with information alone.  

That‟s why I believe leadership can‟t be taught, but it can be learned. And learning leadership is 

akin to learning any other skill. Beyond knowledge of the subject, there must be the appetite 

to be a leader and the courage to act in accordance with the principles of leadership. Too many 

people attend a course on leadership or an executive seminar on leadership taught by some of the 

best-known leaders and walk out the door more informed, but not more committed to being a 

leader. They wind up with clever quotes and examples, yet still avoid putting themselves in 

situations that call for real leadership. 

 

Becoming a Leader 

For those with the courage and commitment to being a leader, very little teaching is required. They 

learn by doing; through experience, not words. They are the ones who volunteer for all the crappy 

jobs inside the company. They join the teams trying to solve the biggest problems. They take on 

the assignment of cleaning up a troubled division. They don‟t stop at going to a leadership 

seminar, assuming they now have what it takes; they go to work. They watch other leaders face 

difficult situations and they internalize those lessons. Do they always win? Nope. Do they always 

learn something invaluable about leadership and themselves? Absolutely. Do they grow their 

leadership “muscles”? Definitely.  

  

Don‟t just read a book or go to a seminar; let your life‟s work be the book that someone else reads 

and the seminar others attend.  
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Let‟s look at some very famous and well-respected leaders. I think there would be pretty much 

unanimous agreement that the following individuals displayed great courage and positive 

leadership: 

Abraham Lincoln 

Thomas Jefferson 

Martin Luther King 

Mother Teresa 

Mahatma Gandhi 

Winston Churchill.  

 

So, my question is very simple. What leadership class did they take? Did they attend a seminar on 

leadership? Did they go to the World Business Forum in New York City and listen to Jack Welch 

or Jim Collins? Did they read The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership or any of the many popular 

books on leadership found on the Amazon bestseller list?  

Obviously not. They weren‟t taught leadership in a classroom or a seminar. They learned it 

through experience. How? By reading history books and stories about great leadership in the past, 

by having a cause that was bigger than their own needs, by putting themselves in harm‟s way and 

wading into the issues others avoided, and by having faith in themselves, their vision, and other 

people.  

 

My advice to those seeking to develop greater leadership skills: don‟t rely only on the classroom 

of seminars and workshops. Instead, get out into the world. Find a big problem and volunteer to fix 

it. Take on the worst assignments at work. Study great leaders—read about them. Don‟t just 

blindly follow the information passed out by professors and leadership gurus; do your own 

homework. Leadership can be learned, if you have the courage and commitment. 

 

Source:-   

https://www.td.org/insights/leadership-cant-be-taught-but-it-can-be-learned 

 

    

      - MR. ALLAN LOPES 

     (Assistant Professor) 
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Starting & Managing a Business 

 

•Starting a business can be an overwhelming experience. If you are a budding entrepreneur, here 

are a few tips and ideas that will help you start-up. 

•  

•But if you do have that brilliant idea, congratulations to you. You have crossed one major hurdle. 

And now if you are wondering how to turn that idea into a business, you have come to the right 

place. We will help you not only with starting your business but also managing it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

•Here are some important points that you should keep in mind before you jump ship from your job 

and plunge headlong into the business world. 

 

•Assess the market accurately 

•Often, a business idea seems to be brilliant on the outset but may not turn into a feasible business. 

You need to do adequate research to understand the potential market of your business. Is there 

really a need for the product or service you are looking to sell? How many customers will you 

need in a month to sustain your business? What kind of customer base will you need in 2 years to 

be profitable? Are there similar businesses already in the country? If yes, then what are they 

doing? If no, then why not? These and many such questions will help you assess the market and 

help you arrive at the feasibility of your business idea. 

 

 

https://cleartax.in/services/
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•Formulate a business plan 

•Businessmen who are looking to build the business with their own money often forget the 

importance of a business plan. You should have a solid business plan even if your venture is going 

to be bootstrapped and won‟t require funding. A business plan will essentially cover what you need 

to invest, to begin with, what you need to spend on a month-on-month or quarter-on-quarter basis 

and how soon you will be able to make money. Your first business plan does not have to be very 

detailed, but you should have something, to begin with at least. 

•Register your name 

•The name of the business is often the face of the business. Prospective customers judge the 

business by its name. The name should be easy to understand and recall. Make sure your name is 

catchy and speaks about what your business is offering. Of course, the name shouldn‟t be already 

in use either. To ensure no one else takes up your business name, you should get it registered and 

trademarked if required. 

•Select a business structure 

•Depending on the people involved in the business, it can be a sole proprietorship, a limited 

liability partnership or a partnership firm. You need to choose the structure properly. Setting up a 

business in any one of these structures requires documents, compliances and legal formalities. 

Make sure you get the help of an expert while selecting a business structure and getting paperwork 

done for the same. 

•Acquire the talent you need 

•Much like a cricket team, a good company is also only as good as its team. Even if you are 

building a revolutionary tech service, you need people to help you build it. You might not go on a 

hiring spree, but you will need a few supporting hands even at the nascent stage. Hiring is anyway 

a long process, which is why you should begin to find the talent you will be requiring as soon as 

you can. 

Source:-  https://cleartax.in/s/business?ref=content-header-business-desktop 

 

                               

    - MR. ALLAN LOPES 

     (Assistant Professor) 
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Kisan Diwas  

 

Kisan Diwas  or the National Farmers‟ Day  is a day to celebrate the „annadata‟ of the country. 

India has always been considered as an agriculture-dominated country. A rich and resourceful land 

made it possible for Indians to adopt farming. But poor planning, factors related to population and 

government‟s focus on other industrial sectors made farming unattractive. In the 1960's, the Green 

Revolution helped make farming attractive again, especially for the farmers in the northern 

region.  

However, despite farmers being a strong political base, the sector saw reduced income and its 

contribution to GDP fell from 54% in the 1950s to nearly 16% now as other sectors saw a rise in 

GDP contribution with a limited workforce. 

Chaudhary Charan Singh, who was the prime minister of India for a short period between 1979 

and 1980, is considered to be one of the tallest farmers‟ leaders. During his time in office as the 

PM and also as the agriculture minister, he brought many farmer-friendly initiatives and schemes, 

which benefited the farmers. In his honour, his birthday, which falls on December 23, was chosen 

as the day to celebrate farmers‟ day or Kisan Diwas. Singh was born in 1902 in Meerut. He was 

from a peasant family and believed in the slogan „Jai Jawan, Jai Kisan‟, given by former PM Lal 

Bahadur Shashtri. 

India is self-sufficient now with the  

help of increased food production.  

However, government‟s efforts to boost  

privatisation have worried the farmers of  

the country who are struggling with  

reduced income over the years, 

 resulting in poverty and suicides. 

 It‟s time the country listens to them. 

 

Source: 

https://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/kisan-diwas-2020-all-you-need-to-

know-about-farmers-day-amid-protests-120122300155_1.html 

                                                                                           -ROVINA DBRITTO 

                                                                                                    ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
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